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THE INTENT of this paper is to apply some results in the theory of PoincarC duality spaces 
to the study of some questions in the topology of manifolds. The main sources of informa- 
tion about Poincarl duality spaces are Spivak’s paper [S] and some papers of the author 
[3], [4], [6]. In particular, we utilize some results on surgery and transversality in the 
Poincare duality category. In conjunction with a result of Peterson and Toda [7], we are 
able to develop the primary result to be used in the applications: 
THEOREM. For C-W con~plexes, integral homology may be represented by nzaps of 
orient& Poincare’ duality spaces. 
In other words, integral homology is representable in the sense of Steenrod, if one is 
willing to use oriented Poincart duality spaces rather than oriented manifolds. We show 
this in $2 below. 
Tn $3, we look at the cohomology of manifolds M’. We show that in a large number of 
cases an element a E H’(M’), k > f , is induced from the cohomolo,y of some (k + q)- 
dimensional space, 0 I q I r - k, if and only if it is induced from the Thorn class of a 
spherical fibration 5 over a q-dimensional space by a map Mr -+ T(c). 
In $5, we study the following questions: (1) If M” is a manifold which bounds, what 
is the lowest integer q so that M” = 8 Wnfl and W”+’ IS of homotopy dimension q? (2) Lf Al 
is a manifold with boundary, what is the lowest integer q so that M” is a codimension 0 
submanifold of W”, W” of homotopy dimension q. We get some partial results on both these 
questions. 
In passing, we prove an analogous result to a theorem of Brown [l], i.e. there are no 
low-dimensional relations on the characteristic classes of a PoincarC duality space. 
Throughout, we draw heavily upon the techniques, as well as the results, of [3] and [6]. 
Some details of proofs are not filled in, but the reader is referred to the papers where the 
salient facts are to be found. 
A word about notation. When there is no other co-efficient group specified, homology 
and cohomology are assumed to have integral coefficients. If M” is a manifold, 8M” denotes 
its boundary and int M” = M” - JM”. By manifold, we shall mean either smooth or PL 
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manifold, as most of our results will apply in either case. \Ve use cX. T.Y usually to denote 
the unreduced cone and suspension respectively. If r(s) is a Thorn space and X a complex 
without a base point specified, T(<) A X means r(s) A X- where X- = X u *, * disjoint. 
If A c X, X/A has base point {A). Iff is a map f‘: .Y -+ Y, we shall use M, to denote the 
mapping cylinder. 
$1. SURGERY ON POINCAR~ DUALITY SP.-ICES 
This section is devoted to a brief exposition of certain facts concerning Poincare 
duality spaces and pairs (hereafter abbreviated P.D. space or P.D. pair). Recall that a P.D. 
space of dimension n is a finite complex M” with the following property: Let M” be em- 
bedded in S”+‘( (k 1 arge) with regular neighborhood Rn+k; then up to homotopy, the in- 
clusion ZR c R is a fibration with fiber the homotopy type of Sk-‘. Similarly, a P.D. pair 
of dimension n is a finite pair (M”, ZM”) satisfying the following: Given a relative regular 
neighborhood R” fk, Unik-’ of (M”, a&1”) in D”‘k; SnTk-‘, k large, and setting JR = 
closure (?R- U) the diagram 
becomes, up to homotopy, a map of (k - 1)-spherical fibrations (the vertical inclusions are 
to be thought of as fibrations). We leave it to the reader to carry through the definition of 
cobordism between two P.D. spaces (see also [S], [9], [3], [6]). 
Given a P.D. space M”, the stable fiberhomotopy-type of the fibration ZR s: R is an 
invariant of the homotopy type of M”, which we call v(M”). (v can be thought of as a stable 
fibration over A4 because any such regular neighborhood R is homotopy equivalent to M.) 
We call v(M”) the normafjbration of M”. Similarly, one can define the normal fibration 
v(M”, dA4”) of a P.D. pair. In this case, 8M” is an (n - I)-dimensional P.D. space and 
v(C?M”) = v(M”, aM”) j dkf”. 
If M” is, in fact, a smooth or P.L. manifold, it is easily seen that the stable normal 
fibration v(M”) is just the fiberhomotopy type of the stable normal bundle. 
The notion of embedding a complex lip to homotopy in a P.D. space was defined and 
discussed in 131. Recall that a mapj‘: K -+ M” is said to be homotopic to an embedding iff 
there are P.D. pairs (N,, dN,) and (N, , dNz), with ZN, = diV, and homotopy equivalences 
f,:K-+N,, h:N, u N,+Ivf so that 
2.v, = aJvZ 
homotopy commutes. If dim K I n - 3, we also require rr,ZN, E xsIN, under inclusion. 
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We state some lemmas: 
1.1 LEMMA [3]. Let n 2 2k i- 2. Let f: Sk + ikl”; then f is homotopic to an embedding. 
In fact, with 1VI as in the definition aboce, the inclusion dlV, c N, is an (n - k - I)-spherical 
jibration v,-; vf @f *v(W) is a trizialjbration. 
1.2 LEMMA [a]. Let K be a finite k-dimensional complex and iet v be a stable spherical 
fibration ocer K. Then if n 2 2k t I, there is a Poirlcar& pair (M”, Z.\f”) and a homotopy 
equiralence h : K -+ .Lf” so that v corresponds to v(hl”, aAl”>. Moreover, if n 2 2k -I- 2, 
(.If”, dM”) is unique up to homotopy. 
The first of these lemmas is easily seen to imply that it is possible to do surgery on 
n 
P.D. spaces, at least below dimension 2 , 
iI 
by direct imitation of the familiar techniques 
of surgery on smooth or PL manifolds. This may be stated as follows: 
1.3 LEMMA. Let M” be a P. D. space and let f: M” -+ K be a map covered by a map of 
fibrations ,.(.W) --, 5. Supposef, : H*(M”) + H,(K) is onto in alldimensions I k, wherek I n/2. 
Supposejirrther that Kisi-connected. Then there is a normal cobordism of the map f to a map 
fi : M, -+ Kso thatf, is k-connected. 
As an example of the uses to which these results may be put, consider the space BSG 
which classifies stable oriented spherical fibrations. Let &I” be an oriented P.D. space; then 
there is a map v : M” -+ BSG corresponding to an appropriate orientation of v(M”). 
I .4 PROPOSITION. M" is oriented cobordant (in the sense of P. D. spaces) to an oriented 
P. D. space M In so that the map vI : MI” --f BSG is -connected. 
n-l 
Proof. Consider B = the - 
[ 1 2 skeleton of BSG (B is finite). If y is the universal 
orientable spherical fibration, it follows by 1.2 that there is a P.D. pair (N”, 8N”), and a 
homotopy equivalence/r : B 2; IV so that v(Nn, JN”) corresponds to y 1 B. Let N’ = N, u N, 
a,vI 
and let M’ = M u N’. Since N’ is a “double” it bounds and hence M’ is cobordant to M. 
Moreover, the natural map v’ : M’ + BSG is covered by a map v(M) -+y, and is onto in 
n-l 
homology in dimensions I 2 . 
i 1 
By 1.3, it is then possible to do surgery on M’ to cobord 
M’ to a P.D. space Mi so that the map vr : M, --f BSG is 
n-l 
[ I 
- -connected. Q.E.D. 
2 
Now following Brown [I], define I, = H*(BSG) as the ideal of the cohomology ring 
consisting of all those elements which are in the kernel of every homomorphism 
v* : H*(BSG) + H*(M”) 
where M” is an oriented P.D. space and v the classifying map for v(M). 
n-l 
1.5 COROLLARY. I, = 0 in dimensions I - 
[ I 2 
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Proof. In fact, we assert somethin g stronger, that is. given an element r in H’(BSG), 
n-l 
iI-, 
2 
and a P.D. cobordism class, we may find a representative :1f” for that class so 
that V*(Y) # 0 in Hi(.LI”). For, by 1.4, I! may be assumed to be an 
t1 - 1 
L-1 3 -connected map ; 
n- 1 
thus V* is an injection in all dimensions I -. 
2 
$2. REPRESENTABILITY OF INTEGRAL HOMOLOGY 
Let MSG be the spectrum obtained from the Thorn complexes of the universal 
orientable (k - 1)-spherical fibrations yk --t BSG(k). There is a natural map of spectra 
Q : MSG -+ K(Z), where K(Z) is the spectrum defined by the Eilenberg-MacLane spaces 
K(Z, k). This map is, in effect, defined by the integral Thorn class a’,, E H,(T(y,)) regarded 
as maps T(yk) --) K(Z, k). 
According to the work of Peterson and Toda [7], CD : MSG -+ K(Z) admits a section. 
That is, given K(Z, k), there exists an r(k) such that over the r(k)-skeleton of K(Z, k), @‘r 
admits a section: moreover, r(k)/k becomes larger than some constant c > 1 as k -+ co. 
Now consider 
K(Z) respectively, 
that 
the generalized homology theories M * and H, associated with MSG and 
the latter being, of course, ordinary integral homology theory. Recall 
H,(X, A) = lim 7c”+,JX/A A K(Z, k)) 
M,(X, A) = lim n.+JXIA A T(h)) 
where X, A is a C-W pair. 
From the result of Peterson-Toda, it is seen that, for any pair X, A the homomorphism 
M,(X, A) -+ H,(X, A) induced by CD splits, i.e. given an element Y E H,(X, A), for large 
enough k there exists a map a: Snfk -+ X/A A T(yk) such that (1 A D,,)oa represents z. 
Now recall that by the homotopy excision theorem [2] or the proof of the excision 
property for generalized homology theory [IO], it can be assumed that 
[a] E %+k(X/A A T(;)k)) 
is in the image of n,+,(X A T(y,), A A T(yk)), that is, we may assume that z can be 
represented by a map 
b, : p+k, y+k-1 
--) (x A %ik), A A T(?ik)) 
We now take note of the fact that X A T(y,) is itself a Thorn complex; that is, if we let 
yk(X) be the fibration over BSG(k) x X which is the pullback of yk under projection 
BSG(k) x X --+ BSG(k), then X A T(yk) = Tetk(X)). A similar remark holds for A. 
Recall (from [S] or [6]) the definition of transverse regularity for maps of a manifold 
(e.g. a sphere) to the Thorn space of a spherical fibration. Note first that if c : E -+ B is a 
spherical fibration, then r(s) = M; u cE, where Mf is the mapping cylinder of 5, cE is the 
cone on E, and the “ base” of the cone is identified with the L’top” of the mapping cylinder. 
2.1 DEFINITION. Let M” be a closed manifold and < a (k - 1)-spherical fibration. Let 
f: Ad” -+ T(t); then f is said to be transcerse regular ifff -‘(M;) = R, f -‘(cE) = Q are CO- 
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dimension zero submantfolds of ,Ll”, ZR = ZQ, and R is the regular neighborhood of a P.D. 
space N” -k with 
f 
ZR- E 
in In 
/ 
R - M ; 
a map, up to homotopy, of (k - 1)-spherical fibrations. We also include the case R = 0 as 
satisfying the definition. 
Let B, E B, <, = <I B,, and let &f” be a manifold with boundary d/U”; let f: M”, 
dX” -+ T(t), T(&,). Then the reader should have no trouble generalizing Definition 2.1 to 
give an appropriate condition that f be called transverse regular. In this case, f, = f j dJI” + 
T(<,) will be transverse regular in its own right and f -‘(MC, Mt,) will be a P.D. pair of 
dimension n - k. 
In the case we are considering, we have a map 6, : Dn+k, Sri+++ -t -+ T(y> A X, 
T(yk) A A = T(y,(X)), T(:I,(A)). If b, can be deformed to a transverse regular map, it is seen 
that there will be a P.D. pair iv”, dN” G D”+k, S”+k-L which maps to M,,(x,, ibl.,r(AI c 
T(Y~(X)), T(;:, (A)). Corresponding to the Thorn class Qk, the pair N”, ifN” acquires an 
orientation e. Since ICING, Mykl,, - BSG(k) x X, BSG(k) x A, we obtain by projection a 
map g : N”, dN” -+ X, A. 
It is not hard to see that under the induced homomorphism g*(e) = c( E H,(X, A). 
The foregoing enables us to prove a representation theorem. 
2.2 THEOREM. For any pair X, A, A #@ and any integral homology class CY E H,(X, A) 
there exists a P. D. pair N”, ZN”, uith orientation e, and a map g : N”, dN” -+ X, A such that 
g*(e) = LI (provided X and A are l-connected). 
Proof We have only to show that the map 6, given above can be made transverse 
regular. We will sketch the proof, referring the reader to [6] and [12] for the techniques and 
details. 
First, we find from [6] that there is a space w(t) and a mapp: ~(5) ---* T(c) having the 
following property : Iff: M” --+ T(i), M” a manifold, and ifffactors up to homotopy asp 0 h, 
h : M” -+ o(t), then f may be deformed to a transverse regular map. The obstructions to 
finding such a homotopy lifting offthroughp lie in thecohomology groups Hj(M”; Qj_k_-l). 
Here, Qj-,- 1 are groups whose properties are not immediately relevant, but they are, in fact, 
independent of 5. We may remark, in passin g, that Qi is 0 for i odd, 2 for i 3 O(4) and 2, 
for i = 2(4) in the range i 2 5. 
Thus if M” is the sphere S”, there is a primary obstruction z in H”(S”; Qn_k_l) which 
is well-defined, i.e. depends only on the homotopy class off. Moreover, ifs* is the restriction 
of some orientable fibration q, then there is a commutative diagram 
w(S) 5 w(rT) 
Ip lp 
T(() ----Y VT) 
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and, if we w-ish to regardfas a map to T(q), then z is also the primary obstruction to lifting 
f to O(V). Thus z depends only on the homotopy class off as a map into T(q). 
In the case of 6, above, we first look at bkl S” tk-i -+ Tcik(A)). Since this map is homo- 
topically trivial in T(;:,(X)), it will follow from the last paragraph that the primary obstruc- 
tion to lifting 6, to LL)(Y~(A)) vanishes, thus b,l S”+k-’ may be deformed to a transverse 
regular map, the deformation taking place within T(jlL(.4)). (We can even keep a base point 
fixed at the cone point of T(;I,(A).) 
Assuming bk [ SnAk-* transverse regular, we may apply a relative version of the ob- 
struction theory cited above to the map b, : Dn+k ---) T(+tk(X)). 
In other words consider the problem of lifting bk : D”+’ -+ Z-elk(X)) to W(y,(X)), rel the 
lifting already obtained of 6, / Snckel to WC/~(A)) o(yk(X)). Note that a positive solution of 
this lifting problem means that b, becomes transverse regular by a deformation keeping 
S n+k-l in T(y,(A)). Again, there may be a primary obstruction y E HnCk(DRfk, Sn+lr-’ ; 
en_,). The analysis of 161, to which we refer the reader, interprets this and follows: 
For some triangulation of Dnfk, we may assume that 6, is transverse regular, except for 
some small (n + X-)-simplex 0. In fact, it turns out to be the case that 0 may be assumed to 
intersect S”+‘-’ in a single (n + k - 1)-simplex r. Moreover, we may assume that b,(a) G 
T(y,(A)). Thus, if we let D1n+k = closure (D”+k - a), it becomes clear that bk’ = b,1 Dyfk 
is a transverse regular map D,, dD, -+ T+/,(X)), T(y,(A)). However, under an obvious 
homeomorphism D,, aD, E D”+‘, S”+k-‘, 6,’ may be thought of as a map Dnfk, Snfk-’ + 
T(yk(X)), T(y,(A)), and it is easily seen that b,’ is homotopic to 6, as a map of pairs (even 
keeping some base point at the cone point of T(yk(X)). This completes the proof. 
Remnrli. Let g : M”, dN” -+ X, A, r E H,(X, A), e E H,(N”, ZN’) be as in the conclusion 
ofTheorem 2.2 above. Then it is obvious that underg, = g/ dN” -+ A, g,*(ae) = dsc E H,_,(A). 
2.3 COROLLARY. If X is any C-W complex, u E H,(X), tfzen there exists a P. D. space N” 
with orientation e E H,(N”) and a map g : N” --+ X sucfz tfzat g*(e) = SI. Moreover, N” will be 
the boundary of a P. D. pair [provided X is l-connected). 
Proof. Consider the pair (cX, X); then u = a/J, p E H,+,(cX, X). Then by 2.2 we get a 
P.D. pair M”+i, 8M”+’ with orientation 2 and a map h : n/r”“, d&Y+’ --) cX, X so that 
h, .? = fi. By the Remark above we may let N” = aM”+‘, e = a.?, g = fzl N”. 
Remark. Suppose X is connected and x E H,(X); then r* can be represented by a map 
g : N” -+ X, where N” is a connected oriented P.D. space. This is because we may do ambient 
O-surgery on any map g’ : N’ -+ X, N’ a P.D. space, which represents z so as to make the 
domain connected. Similarly, for a pair X, A with X connected any element 3 E H,(X, A) 
can be represented by a map of an oriented P.D. pairg : ,W”, JM” -+ X, ri with M” connected. 
2.4 COROLLARY. Let M’ be an orientable r manifold, r 2 5, and let a E Hk(M’). If k > f , 
tflen there exists an oriented (k - I)-spherical jibration v over some space IV and a map 
f: M" + T(v) such timr a E f *(O,), where Qy is the Thorn class of v. 
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If k 5 i, the abore is true stabl?,, i.e. there exists a suspension ‘-,‘.)I’, a (k + j - l)- 
spherical$bration v orer N and a map f : 2'111' + T(v) mch that zja = f *(@"), 
Proof. Let Y be the Poincare dual of a. By 2.3, there is an oriented P.D. space Nrek 
with orientation e, and a map g : Trek + AT so that g,e = Y. 
c 
If k > k, we may assume that g is an embedding. (This is because a (r - k)-dimensional 
P.D. space is of the homotopy type of an actual (r - k)-complex.) Let R be a regular 
neighborhood of the embedded Nrek. Then the inclusion map dR c R is, up to homotopy, 
a (k - I)-spherical fibration v : E -+ N. Thus there is a map u : R/ZR -+ T(v). Moreover, for 
the right choice of aD, it is not hard to show that if u : ICI + RjZR is the collapsing map taking 
every point outside R to the base point {ZR}, then withf= uc,f*(@,,)-Poincare dual of z = a. 
If k I G, let j be large enough so that j + k > (r +,j)/2. Let 1’ denote unreduced sus- 
pension. Then I’M’ is a quotient space of Dj x M’, and no two points of a neighborhood U 
of (0) x M’ in Dj x iIf’ are identified in I’M’. Thus, U is an open set of c’Mr. Let Nrmk, 
g be as in the last paragraph, i.e. g : Smk -+ AZ’ represents r. Then g may be regarded as a 
map into U. Again. vve may make g into an embeddin g with regular neighborhood R. 
SR c R is, up to homotopy a (j + k - I)-spherical fibration v. As before, with u : R/JR -+ 
T(v) and c‘ : I’M’ --f RjZR the collapsing map, we set f = uv and findf*(@,) = ra. Q.E.D. 
2.5 Addendum-Afternate proofof2.3. It will be useful in subsequent sections to have 
an alternate proof of 2.3 to which the reader may refer. So let 2 E H,(X). If II = 0, there is 
nothing much to prove. Otherwise, H,(X) r R”(X) g H,(X, *), * a base point in X. By 2.2, 
there is an oriented P.D. pair (N”, aN”>, and a map f: N”, aN” --t X, * representing r, 
(regarding z as living in H,(X, *)). Let N,” = N” uz,Yn (i.e. the “double” of (!V”, aN”). 
Let g be the map which agrees with f on half of N,” and sends the other half to *. N,” has 
an obvious orientation e so that g*(e) = a E H,(X). 
In passing, we observe that if N,” is the “double” of a P.D. pair (N”, aW>, and if 
v : N” -+ BSG classifying v(N”, ZN”) can be lifted to some stable orientable fibration map 
v(N”, dN”> -’ 5, then r(N,“) also maps to 5. 
53. THE COHO.MOLOGY OF RMNIFOLDS 
In 2.4, we showed that any high-dimensional cohomology class a of a manifold M’ is 
induced from the Thorn class CD, of a spherical fibration by a map M’, + T(v). 
Consider now the following problem: Let a E Hk(Mr); let q(a) be defined as the smallest 
integer q such that a is induced from some cohomology class b E Z?(X) by a mapf: M’ ---t X, 
where X is a complex of dimension k + q. In general 0 I q(a) I r - k. We may also assume 
that any such X consists of a k-sphere plus higher-dimensional cells. 
Example. q(u) = 0 if and only if u is spherical, i.e. induced by a map W--f Sk. 
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We ask for a characterization of q(a) in terms of dual homology information, and in 
this section we derive a partial answer. First note in the Example above that, for .LI’ orien- 
table, the class u is spherical if and only if its Poincare dual r E H,_,(M) is represented by 
an embedded (r - k)-submanifold with a normal fibration v in :I[’ which is trivial. In this 
case, the map ;1f’ --) Sk can be thought of as ,%I’ -+ T(v) -+ Sk where the first map is the 
collapsing map and T(v) + Sk is the Thomification of a trivialization of Y. 
Also note that in proving 2.4, we showed that the high-dimensional cohomology class LI 
comes from the Thorn class of the “normal fibration” v of an embedded P.D. space lVr-’ 
which represents the Poincari dual z of a. Suppose, then, that v is induced by a map 
g : N’-k -+ Yp from an orientable (k - 1)-spherical fibration V’ over Yp. Then the class a is 
induced from O’,, by the map M’-+ T(v) -+ T(v’). Obviously, in this case T(v’) is Cp + k)- 
dimensional and thus q(a) _< p. The foregoing all suggest that there is a relationship between 
q(u) and the possible normal fibrations of embedded P.D. spaces representing the dual y 
of a. In particular, we are led in the direction of the following: 
3.1 CONJECTURE. If k = dim a > i, then there exists un embedded P. D. space Nrek repre- 
senting a so that the normuifibrution ,U ofthe embedding is inducedfrom un orientable (k - I)- 
sphericulfibrution over u complex of dimension q(a). 
There is also a stable version of this conjecture which will be discussed further on. 
Assume from now on that r 2 5. 
3.2 THEOREM. Conjecture 3.1 is true i/either (i) M’ has a jiberhomotopy trivial normal 
bundle, or (ii) a is represented by a mup of some orientable PL manifold Vrek -+ M’. 
Before proving 3.2, we must discuss at some greater length the obstruction theory 
utilized in $2. We omit details and proofs, refering the reader to [6]. First, given a (k - l)- 
spherical fibration, 5 over Y the techniques of [6] give rise to a certain complex V’(c) and a 
map P : W(t) -+ T(5). 
We briefly describe W(r), omitting some of the more technical details. 
Consider every singular simplex G : A’ -+ T(t), i = 0, 1, . . such that 
(i) G is transverse regular, as is the restriction of G to all faces of A’ in all dimensions 
Consider the face operations dj on singular simplices; ai preserves (i) and (ii). 
Take the disjoint union of one copy of A’ for each such simplex a; call it A’(a). Identify 
ajAi(~) with A’-‘(dig). The resulting identification space is w (<). There is a natural map 
P : w(5) 4 W). 
Given a map of a manifold h : V” + T(c), a sufficient condition that it may be deformed 
to a transverse regular map is that it may be factored, up to homotopy, through w(c), i.e. 
h N pj for some j : V” -+ w (5). Thus, the obstruction theory really measures the lifting 
problem for the map p. 
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Moreover, with yk the universal orientable fibrations, it is shown in [6] that the elk 
form a spectrum JVSG and that p is, in essence, a map of spectra p : WSG -+ ,%l.SG. Wz also 
note that given an orientable (k - 1)-spherical fibration ?, the fiber of the map w (?).I+ T(<‘) 
has been studied at some length in [6] and [12]. In particular, given a map of orientable 
(k - I)-spherical fibrations qk -+ ck consider the induced diagram 
OJ h”> - OJ cek> 
lp Ip 
T(ak) - T(Ck) 
where FL and F2 are the fibers of the respective vertical maps 
Remark. It follows from [6] and [12] that the map Fl -+ F, induces isomorphisms in 
homotopy groups in dimensions < 2k, provided k 2 3. Thus, through this range of dimen- 
sions, o(qk) is the fiber product of w(c”) -+ T(<‘) and T(qk) 4 T(<‘). 
We now proceed to the actual proof of 3.2: 
Case (i). Here we are assuming that M’ has a fiber homotopy trivial normal bundle. 
Let yj. n be the restriction of yj to the n-skeleton of SSG(j). Since the natural maps BSG(j) -+ 
SSC(_j f I) may be assumed cellular, we will have maps yj, n @ E’ - 7jCl.n and thus there 
will be a spectrum &l(n) = {T(yj,.)} and a map into it from the spectrum W(,n) = {o (yj. ,,)}. 
Moreover, there is a commutative diagram 
W(n) - WSG 
I ! 
M(n) - MSG 
By assumption, a is induced by a map of M’ to a space of dimension k + q; we may as 
well assume that this latter space is the (k + q)-skeleton of the Eilenberg-MacLane space 
K(Z, k). If we think of a as a stable map, i.e. a sequence of maps ~“A4’+ K(Z, n + k), 
n 2 0, then each of these maps is seen to factor through the (n + k + q)-skeleton of 
K(Z, n + k + q). It follows by the Peterson-Toda result that there are maps x”Afr + T(;l,+,), 
lifting a, whose images lie in the (k + n + q)-skeleton of T(lk+J. But it is easy to see that 
T(Yk+n.q ) is a (k + n + q)-skeleton of T(;r,+,), inasmuch as the cell structure of the Thorn 
space T(yk+J is given by one O-cell plus one (i + k + n)-cell for each i-cell of BSG(k + n). 
This set of maps f, : ~“M’-+ T(yk+ n-J defines an element in the k-dimensional exotic co- 
homology of &fr with coefficients in the spectrum M(q). Call this element b. o is the image 
of b under the map to ordinary cohomology coming from the Thorn class map M(q) + K(Z). 
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We now make use of the fiberhomotopy triviality of the normal bundle of ICI’. This fact 
implies that M’ is orientable for the sphere spectrum, and thus for the spectrum Xl(q). 
Xi’ therefore satisfies Poincare duality for this spectrum. By the naturality of Poincare 
duality we see that if b is the Poincarl dual of b in .Cl(q) homology, then the image of p is 
r E H,_k(~!f’), the dual of a. Thus z is representable by an element in x~+,_~(T(~~,~) A IV’) 
for large enough n. But T(/,,,),Cf’ = r(~,J,V’)), where y,,,(&J’) is the fibration over JI x (q- 
skeleton of BSG(n)) induced from yn,q by projection. Thus by an easy modification of 2.2 
and the Alternative Proof of 2.3, it is seen that r is represented by an (r - X-)-dimensional 
P.D. space N’-’ and a mapf: N’-’ --, M’, so that the stable normal fibration v(:\‘-~) is 
induced from y’,, q(:Lf’) and thus from Y”,~. 
Since r - k < i, it follows thatfmay be assumed to be an embedding, and hence has 
a regular neighborhood R so that i?R c R is, up to homotopy, a (k - I)-spherical fibration n. 
But since M’ has a fiberhomotopy trivial normal bundle, it follows that ,~r epresents the 
stable fibration v(N’-‘) (see [3]). But since /L is already stable, it is induced by a map to the 
q-skeleton of f?SG(k). 
Case (ii). Here vve assume that CI = dual of a is represented by some PL manifold 
mapped into Mr. Keeping the notation and methods of case (i) above, we obtain a commu- 
tative diagram 
‘d1’n.k.q - hin+k 
The fact that CL is represented by a PL manifold means that since M’ satisfies Poincare 
duality for the spectrum MSPL, we have a diagram 
where V,,,, is the universal orientable (n + k)-dimensional PL bundle over BSPL(n + k). 
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Putting the diagrams together and noting that Vn_t may be forgetfully regarded as an 
oriented spherical fibration. we get 
where s and /I are maps still to be constructed. We obtain s by virtue of the fact that vn+, 
is a PL bundle. We can certainly make g transverse regular by the simple expedient of 
making it transverse regular in the PL sense, i.e. g/ 0 is PL transverse regular on each simplex 
cr on I”,‘, with g keeping the suspension points in x”iIJr at the cone point in T(I/,,,). 
Thus 9 may be lifted to w(V,+~), since transverse regularity in the sense of spherical 
fibrations is certainly a weaker notion than PL transversality. Call this lifting s. 
It then follows that jg may be lifted by j’s Consequently, by virtue of the last Remark 
above, we see thatfmay be lifted to the desired map h : ~“ILI’-+ w(~~+,J. (The foregoing 
assumes that n is sufficiently large.) 
Observe that x”M’ contains a subspace of the form M’ x I”. We claim that the map ph 
(which is homotopic to f) is such that ($I)-’ (M.,,,.,) G M’ x I” with the restriction 
$11 M’ x I” + T(Yn+& a transverse regular map. This is because M’ x 1” = TM’ minus 
a small neighborhood of the “suspension” points, and because II can be chosen so that 
these points go to the cone point of T()I,+,.j ) under p/z. But then R = (p/z)-’ (M.,+,J is 
the regular neighborhood of some embedded P.D. space Nrmk which has a normal fibration 
/1 in M’ x I” induced from j~“+~,~. But consider Nr-li E &I’ x I” 2 M’. We may assume 
that this map is approximated by an embedding e : Nek + Mwith (k - 1)-spherical normal 
fibration /I~. Since we are in the stable range pI @ a” = ,L However, since Y”+~,~ is a fibration 
over a q dimensional space, we have v,+~,~ = 7 @ E” for some (k - I)-spherical fibration 7. 
Thus p = ,Z 0 E”, where p is induced from 7. But again using stability, we see that pt = fi. 
(Stability here comes from the fact that r - k < k.) 
To finish the proof, one has only to note that (phi)*@ = Z”a E IY”+~(~W). It follows 
readily that if 41 is the Thorn class of pl, and if c is the natural collapse M’ + T(p,) then 
c*$r = 4. But then, the embedded P.D. space Nr-‘, with appropriate orientation, represents 
TV = dual of 4. Q.E.D. 
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3.3 COROLLARY. Let a E @(.\I’) and assume k 2 3. Let .\I’ satisfy either (i) or (ii). Then 
there is an oriented P.D. space .yrek and a map f : jVrWk -L .LI’ representing r = dual of a so 
f 
that When ;V’ -k - IV’ - hf’ x I”, (large n) is appro.yimated by an embedding 
fi : ?irek -+ Al’ x I”, the resulting normaljibration 11 is inducedfrom ajibration ocer a complex 
of dimension q(a). 
The proof of 3.3 is contained in the proof of 3.2. 3.3 is the stable version of 3.2. 
34. THE KILLISG CYCLE THEOREM 
In this brief section, we derive a consequence of the representability of homology ($2) 
which we shall later apply to some geometric questions. 
Let A be a subcomplex of the C-Wcomplex X, and suppose CL E N,(A) is such that 
r is in the kernel of the inclusion homomorphism l* : H,(A) + H,(X). Then by singular 
homology theory it is obvious that there exists a pair of complexes (I’, B), a homology 
class b E H,+,( Y, 5). and a mapf: Y, B + X, A so that ?f*b = r. In fact, we see by $2 that 
Y, B may be taken to be a P.D. pair. The result of this section is: 
*4.1 THEOREM. If X and A are is simply connected and n 2 3, then Y, B may be chosen 
so that Y /IUS cell-structure = B u (cells of dim < X: - 1) u (k + I-cell). 
Proof. As observed above, we may assume that some /I E H,+,(X, A) is equal to f * b 
where c’fi = z and b is the orientation of an (n + I)-dimensional P.D. pair ( Y, B),f : Y, B -+ 
X, A. Now we wish to do f-surgery on Y, B and the map f. There is no problem in so doing 
because any embedded S’ in (Y, B) becomes homotopy trivial under I; so that f may be 
extended to the trace of any Z-surgery and hence to the result of that surgery. Of course, with 
dim( Y, B) 2 4, any element of xl(Y) may be represented by an embedded S’, and since 
(Y, B) is orientable, the embedding must have trivial normal fibration. Thus all of xl(Y) 
may be killed by surgery. Now we merely study the cell-structures possible on the homotopy 
type of ( Y, 5). Since we assume 7r1(Y) = 0, H’(Y) = 0 and H2( Y) is free abelian. By Poincare 
duality, H,+,( Y, B) = 2, H,(Y, B) = 0, H,_,(Y, B) is free abelian. Thus, one can find an 
abstract chain complex C,( Y, B) realizing the homology of ( Y, B), so that C, = 0, C,, 1 = 2. 
Homotopy theory shows that we can find a relative cell structure on Y, B which realizes C, 
in the appropriate dimensions, i.e. Y - B has no n-cells and only one (n + 1)-cell. Q.E.D. 
$5. BOUNDARIES AND CODIMENSION ZERO SUBMANIFOLDS 
Consider the following questions: 
(1) Suppose M” is a smooth (PL) closed manifold which bounds; what is the smallest 
number p < n so that there exists a manifold Wn+l, with M” = aW”+l, and Wnfl has the 
homotopy type of a p-dimensional complex? 
*The referee points out that the Theorem 4.1 of this section may be derived without using the reprcscntation 
of homology by Poincak-duality spaces. 
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(2) Suppose ,%f” is a compact smooth (PL) manifold with non-empty boundary; what is 
the smallest numberp such that there exists a manifold FY”, JI” c It’” as a codimension 0 
submanifold and CV” has the homotopy type of a p-dimensional complex? 
In general these seem to be quite difficult problems (when they are not “stable” ones). 
We shall attempt to give some results in the direction of computing answers to (I) and (2). 
Question (2) would seem to be somewhat more tractible and we shall attempt to deal 
with it first. We shall, in particular, ask when an n-manifold of the homotopy type of a 
(p + I)-complex can be embedded as a codimension 0 submanifold of a manifold homotopy 
equivalent to a p-dimensional complex. We shall observe, in fact, that some obviously 
necessary conditions are, in certain cases, sufficient. 
For the remainder of this discussion, we restrict our attention to orientable manifolds 
of the homotopy type of a (p + I)-complex. We also assume that H&M”) is torsion-free and 
that 2 < p 5 n - 4. Note that H,+ 1(M”) must be torsion-free. All other manifolds are to be 
orientable. 
We establish some notation: If 1V’ is an oriented manifold, and Y E H,(N’), denote the 
Poincark dual of z by r* E HrMP(N’, SNr). We may regard z* as a map r*: iv’, dP/’ -+ 
K(Z, r - k),*. By [r*] we denote the element in fi,(K(Z, r - k)) represented by r*. Here 
!?& denotes the reduced smooth or PL oriented bordism theory depending on whether we are 
uorking in the smooth or PL category. 
5.1 PROPOSITION. Ij‘M” c W” as a codimension 0 submanifold, and if w” is of Ihe homo- 
topy type of a p-complex, then 
(a) H,+,(ZM”) + H,+l(M”) is onto. 
(b) There exists a set of elements 
Zl, . ..> c(, E H,, I(aA4”) whose images generate H, +, (iv”) srrch that [xi*] = 0, i = 1, 2, , s. 
Proof. Let P’” = closure (W” - M”). We then have the Mayer-Vietoris sequence . . 
H,+7(Wn)__tHp+I(iiiM")-tHp+l(iM")OHp+t(l/")_+Hp+I(~l/n)... 
The first and fourth terms vanish and hence the map in the middle is an isomorphism; 
thus, given any element fl in H,+I(M”), there is an element z in H,+,(?iCI”) whose image in 
H,+,(M”) is /? and whose image in H,+l(l/“) is 0. Let z,, . . . , c(, , therefore, be a set of 
elements whose images vanish in H,, ,Cli”) and generate in H,, ,(M”). xi = dyi, yi E HpfZ 
(V”, 8M”). By duality, there are elements yi* E IY’-~-‘( V”, ?PI’“) so that under 
f{“-P-‘(l/n, aj$,“) -_* fJ”-P-Z(V”) + H”-P-‘(S,LJ”) 
each yi* restricts to xi*. But then, regarding ‘ii* as yi*: V”, 8 W” + K(Z, 12 -p - 2),* we 
clearly see that yi* is a map of a cobordism between dM” and dW” which is xi* on d!LJ” and 
takes dW” to the base point. Thus [ai*] = 0 E~~,,_~(K(Z, tz -p - 2)). Q.E.D. 
We now prove the partial converse to 5.1, assuming M” is l-connected. 
5.2 THEOREM. Let Hp+I(dM”) contain elements zI, . . . , rs whose images generate 
Hp+I(M”) and let [xi*] = 0, i = I, 2, . . . , s. Then if the rli are represented bv singular cycles 
with mutually disjoint images, there exists a manifbld W” homotopy eqrricalent to a p-dimen- 
tional complex containing M” as a codimension 0 submanifold. 
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Proof. That the z, are represented by singular cycles with mutually disjoint images 
implies that there exist codimension 0 submanifolds Ri”-’ c ?_Vl” so that xi is the image of 
Ui E Hpil(Rin-I), and such that the R, are all mutually disjoint. 
CLAIM. [a,*] = [q*] E ii “_,(K(Z, n - p - 2)). 
Proof of Claim. Under H”-p-’ (R;-‘, aR:-‘) + H”-P-2(R;-1) -+ H”-P-?(;.CI”), a,* 
goes to Xi*; thus, as a map to the Eilenberg-MacLane space, we may regard ri* as the map 
which coincides with Ui* on Ri and which takes each point not in R, to the base point. Note 
~ISO that d)LZ” x I can be regarded as a cobordism of manifolds-with-boundary from the 
closed manifold ?.M” to R, Let Ai : ?ltl” x I + K(Z, n - p - 2) be given by Ai(,r, t) = Y,*(X); 
then Ai is the map which displays the bordism between xi* and a,*. 
Consequently, [ri*] = 0 implies [ai*] = 0. The geometric interpretation of this is that 
there exist manifolds Qr with ?QT = Ry-’ Pl-‘, where Ry-‘, Py-’ are codimension 
0 submanifolds of ?Qr, and dR;-’ = ZPY-’ = RI-’ n Qy-‘. Moreover, there are co- 
homology classes bi* E H”-P-‘(Qi, Pi) such that bi* restricts to a,* on Ri. With bi E Hp+2 
(Qi, Ri) the dual of bi*, we have 8bi = ui. By l-surgery on the interior of Qi, we may assume 
it to be simply connected. 
Now apply the Killing Cycle Theorem 4.1. We see that there is a representation of bi 
by a map Bi : X, Y + Qi, Ri where X = Y u (cells of dim I p) u (p + Z-cell). Let X, denote 
Yu (cells of dim I p), i.e. X minus its top-dimensional (p + 2)-cell. 
Now note that Qi is a cobordism-mod-boundary with Ri as one of its ends. By Morse 
theory we may view Qi as being built from Ri x I by the addition of successive handles, stay- 
ing away from Ri x (0) in the process. Let Qi’ denote R, x I u (handles of dimension I p) 
c Qi. Let Vi = closure (Qi - Qil). We may assume that under pi, X, goes into Qi’. Let 
ep+* be the top dimensional cell of X and let D c ep+l be a still smaller closed (p + 2)-cell 
contained in the interior of epf2. Without any loss of generality, we may assume that 
,Oi : D -+ V, ; in fact, we may assume that there is a small n-cell E E int Vi with pi : dD -+ 
ZE, and with pi an embedding D, dD ’ -E, dE. Moreover D = j?,:‘(E). 
The fact that pi takes the boundary of e p+2 into Qil may be interpreted as follows: 
c There is a deformation of the embedding dD - Qi, the final stage of which takes aD 
into Qi * ; in fact, the deformation takes place inside Qi-int E. (The space epf’-int D is, in 
effect, the “ homotopy cylinder” for this deformation.) In thelanguage of [l I], the embedded 
i-D is Q,‘-inessential in the manifold Q,-int E = Qio. 
Observe that the inclusion Qi’ E Qi is p-connected. Since Qi” c Qi is (n - l)-connec- 
ted it follows that Qi’ c Qio is p connected. We can now apply the Hirsch-Zeeman Engulf- 
ing Theorem [l l] to engulf the embedded dD from the space Qi’, the engulfing taking place 
within Qio. (We leave it to the reader to check that the Engulfing Theorem is applicable.) 
This means that we can add a collar to the closure of dQi’ n int Qi SO that the “ outer edge ” 
of the collar meets dE in a regular neighborhood of JD. Moreover, Qi’ u (collar) will contain 
all of p,(X) save for the interior of the embedded disc D. But now if we take the union of 
this “expanded” Qi’ with a suitable regular neighborhood of D, we obtain a new mani- 
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fold Qi which looks like Qi’ u (p + ?-handle). Moreover, adding the handle keeps Ri E 
?Qi’ untouched so Ri E SQi. So now we have built Qi = Ri x I u (handles of dim I p) u 
(p + 2-handle). 
Let w”=ilI” U uf=,gi. where the copies of Ri in z&f” and ?Q, are identified. Since 
the R, are mutually disjoint, F”” is a manifold. Clearly, the images of the homology classes Ui 
are all zero in H,_,(VV”). In fact, we claim that FV’” has no homology in dimensions greater 
than p. This follows because Ifi” = .LI” u (handles of dim I p) u (p + 2-handles) and 
because 2 : H ,+>( W, M) --t H,, I(M) is easily seen to be an isomorphism (assuming s to beas 
small as possible). Thus we have an exact sequence 
H,+2(itr”)-+ H,+?(W”) -+ H,+#‘“, iLf”)L H,+,(M”) + H,+,(W”) -+ H,+l(W”, !\,I”). 
where the first and last terms are zero and 2 is an isomorphism. Thus H,+?(W”) and HP+1 
(W”) are zero. Moreover HP( W”) is torsion-free, since there are no new (p + I)-cells in W” to 
adjoin relations. Thus W” is a cohomological dimension p and therefore of homotopy dimen- 
sion p. This completes the proof. 
Remark. Suppose bf” has a certain structure on its stable normal bundle, e.g. weakly 
complex, framed, Spin, etc., and we wish to find out whether iLf” embeds as a codimension 0 
submanifold of Ct’” where W” has a structure extending that on &I”. Then theorem 5.2 still 
holds, providing we interpret n,_l(K(Z, n - p - 2)) as the bordism theory corresponding 
to manifolds with this structure and therefore interpret [a*] as an element of this group. 
5.3 COROLLARY. Let M” satisfy aer,v hl,pothesis of 5.2, with the exception of disjointness 
of the singular cycles representing u i. Then M” is a codimension I submanifold of W” ‘I, where 
W “I is homotopy equivalent to a p-dimensional complex. 
Proof Consider M” x I; we may consider the cli as homology classes in H,+,(aiz;l” x I), 
where 8,V” x I c 2(&f” x Z) and their images generate H,+l(M” x 1). Thus if pi = image 
ri E H,+,(Z(M x I)), t i IS easily seen that {image pi} generates H,+l(M x I) and that 
[Bi*] E fi,(K(Z, n - p - 1)) is just the suspension of bi*] E zi,_ ,(K(Z, n - p - 2)) and is 
therefore zero. The fact that the pi have disjoint cycles representing them is obvious. The 
corollary follows : 
We now take up question (1) stated at the beginning of this section. We consider, in 
particular, the following weaker question. Suppose the closed manifold .V” bounds W”” of 
homotopy dimension p + 1; when does it bound IV;+’ of homotopy dimension p? 
Assume hereafter that all manifolds are simply connected. 
We adopt some terminology in order to state more concisely the theorem we shall prove. 
5.4 Definition. (a) If M” bounds, say that it bounds with efficiency k iff M” bounds 
~$/?I+’ and W”+’ = M” x I u (handles of dimension 2 k). 
(b) If r E Hi(M”) say that u bounds with efficiency k iff there is a cobordism W”+’ with 
l~n c a wn+l so that image r = 0 E Hi(W”+‘) and W”+l = M” x I u (handles of dimen- 
sion 2 k). 
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Assume henceforth that k 2 4, 2k < n + 4. Clearly, if ,)I” bounds with efficiency k, it 
bounds a manifold of homotopy dimension I n + 1 - k, and conversely. We shall use this 
new terminology in the subsequent discussion of question (I). Assume M” is l-connected. 
5.5 THEOREX Let M” bound with efficiency k - 1 (i.e. $1” bounds W”+’ of hornotop~ 
dimerlsion n - k -i 2). 
SuppoX: (i) H,_k+l(W”+‘) is torsion free. 
(ii) Hn-k+2(:Lln) + H,_k+Z(lV”+l) are onto. 
(iii) There exist xl, . , rs E Hn_k+2(M”) so that the images of the xi generate 
H,_,+2(W”+1) and so that ri bounds \tiith Qiciencg k. 
lhen XI” bounds w.ith eficierrq k. 
Remark. Note that (i), (ii), (iii) are vacuously true in case M” does bound with efficiency 
k. Thus 5.5 is the nontrivial converse of a trivial observation. 
Proof of 3.4. We assume that the set {zJ has the minimum number s of elements and 
proceed by induction. Clearly, ifs = 0, then Hn_k+2(Wn+‘) = 0 and kY”+’ is easily seen to be 
of homotopy dimension n - k + 1. 
Now suppose the result is true for all s < s , ; we look at the case s = sI. In particular, 
consider LY,!. By definition, there exists a cobordism I/“+‘, with M” on one end, having a 
handlebody structure relative to ikf”, so that the lowest handle is of dimension k, and so that 
im a,, = 0 E H,_,+z(V”+l). We now use the technique of the proof of 5.2 to find a new 
cobordism Un+’ c V+‘, again with M” on one end, and so that the image of a,, is 
0 E Hn_k+Z(Un+l). In fact, with respect to the handle structure on V+’ relative to M”, 
u “+I consists of that piece of V”+’ formed by adding to M” x I all handles of dimension 
5 n - k + 1, together with a single handle of dimension n - k + 3. (The reason we can dupli- 
cate the technique of 5.2 is that we may assume Y”+l to be l-connected; thus the killing 
cycle theorem is applicable.) 
Consequently, relative to M”, the handlebody structure on U”+’ has no handles of 
dimension <k. Now let N” be the other end of iJ”+’ and form the “double” Zn+l of 
I! “+’ along N”, i.e. Z”+’ = CJ”+’ x (0, 1) u N” x I. Z”+’ is a cobordism with Mn on 
either end, Let FV’y+’ = tV’“+’ u Z”“, with one end of Z”+’ identified with M” = dW”+‘. 
We claim that W;+’ is a manifold with 3 W,“+’ = M” so that: 
(9 H n_-k+l(W;+l) is torsion free. 
(4 Hn--L+2 (M”) --P H,_I+,(Wf+l) is onto. 
(iii) The images of aI, . . . , aS,-1 generate H,-k+2(W”+‘). 
This will complete the induction argument. 
The justification for this claim is as follows: U”+’ = ,Lf” x I LJ (handles) where the 
handles are of dimension between k and n - k + 1, plus one handle of dimension n - k + 3. 
Therefore, WY+’ by the addition of one (X- - 2)-handle, handles of dimension between k 
and n - k + 1 and one (n - k + 3)-handle. 
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We illustrate schematically below 
i-handles i-handles 
k<i<n-kfl 
Z ntl 
It follows, since H,_k+L(W”+L) is torsion-free rhat H,_k+I(W;fL) is torsion-free since 
there are no new (n - k + 2)-handles. Moreover, let us distinguish the two copies of iM” 
by calling one dW”” and the other 3W;+‘. We use Cc E H,(dW,“+‘) to denote element 
corresponding to CZEH,(C?W”+‘). We then see that rank H,_,+2(W;+1) = rank H,_k+z 
(Wn+') - 1, and that, in addition, the images ofcc,, . .,~~,_,areafreebasisforH,_,+~(W,). 
On the other hand, it is easy to see that the images of cx,, . , Y,, _1 (or of Ei,, . . . , E,, _1) form 
a free basis for H,_k+2(U"t1) and that H,_ k+Z(N")' H,_k+r(U"+l) is onto. Therefore, 
there are /I,, . . . , /?,, _ 1 such that pi = image LY~ = image Ci in H,_k+2(Z"+1) and thus in 
H”- k+2(W;ItL). But then the set {imS,>, i= 1, 2,. . ., sI - 1 is a free basis for Hn_k+2 
(W;"). Relabeling Ei as zi gives us the claim, and therefore the proof of 5.5. 
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